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Join Us 
For a 
Great  

Convention! 

Judy Ritger,VGM  Ruth Green,VGM     
Our teachers send their greetings —  

they’re looking forward to convention 
and meeting everyone… 

Advice? Judy adds: 
Bring your enthusiasm and desire to do some 

intensive painting...It will be great... 



Dear Rosemaling Friends, 
 

Our 26th annual Convention is right around the corner. I'm very excited by 
the opportunity to take classes from both Judy Ritger, VGM and Ruth 
Green, VGM. I hope you are as well. 
 

Before we get to Convention, I want to share with you the slate of officers 
being nominated.  Please note that two of the proposed officers will be 
working a third term.   I understand there is precedent for this as it's  
happened before in the absence of  volunteers. 
 

Here is the slate as it currently stands: 
 

President - Ruth Ann Petro (third term) 
Program VP - Astrid Fisher 
Treasurer - Onya Tolmasoff (third term) 
Membership - Lottie (Charlotte) Sather 
Secretary - open 
 

The Board needs your support and we hope to get nominations or  
volunteers from the floor.  Please think about what role you can play to 
support our club.  I know you cherish having this avenue to learn from 
Vesterheim Gold Medalists as much as I do. We are incredibly lucky to 
have these classes in our own State. 
 

On a different subject, I had the opportunity this year to take a class at 
Vesterheim from Turid Helle Fatland. She came from Norway and taught 
three sessions of the same Telemark class.  There was such a high  
demand.  I was lucky enough to be able to get into the first one.  Turid is 
both an extraordinary artist and a wonderful, gracious human being.  I feel 
blessed to have been able to finally meet her and take a class.  
 

I've long admired her work and this was a big deal bucket list item for me.  
I knew of her work from the second Lars Stana book which features some 
of her work on turned, raw edged bowls. I own two of the bowls, having 
bought them from Vesterheim.  
I've loved on the bowls for years, so 
jumped at the opportunity to take  
her class.  
 

It was just awesome.  I'm including 
some pictures of Turid's work which I 
now own as well as some class  
pictures. I hope you enjoy them! 
 

I can't wait to see you all in October! 
 

Many thanks, 
Ruth Ann 
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Carole Hood 

kalola45@yahoo.com (650) 533-1712 
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CRA General Meeting 
 

at Convention 
Friday, October 25, 2013 

at 5:15 p.m. 



Vesterheim 
Telemark Class with  

Turid Helle Fatland of 
Norway 

 
Photos top row, Turid’s 

bowl and plate from 

Ruth Ann’s collection; 

top center, CRA mem-
ber Marilyn Olin, VGM 

with Turid; photos, 

right, Turid demonstrat-

ing and Turid with Patti 
Goke, VGM. 

Below, Turid’s plate 

design on different color 
backgrounds. Photo 

below right, CRA mem-

ber Lynne Bradley with 

Norma Wangsness, 
VGM at Vesterheim. 

Norma’s large ale bowl 

is in the display. 

 

Photos courtesy and © 

Ruth Ann Petro   
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G UDSBRANDSDAL Judy Ritger, VGM 

R OGALAND  Ruth Green, VGM 

 
 
 

 

  Workshop in Kolrosing with Judy Ritger 
 

Thursday, October 24, 2013   12 Noon—6 p.m. 
This workshop is independent of convention registration 

Class is filled — waiting list only 

Sacramento Convention 

Registration & Prep October 24       Classes October 25—27, 2013 
Registration will open at 10 a.m. Thursday, October 24th  and extend throughout the day 



Convention Schedule 
 

The classes will have the same format as last year, 

two teachers, with one and a half days with each teacher. 
  

    Thursday  Oct. 24    Registration and Basecoating 

    Friday       Oct. 25    Classes, CRA General Meeting 

         Saturday   Oct. 26    Classes and Banquet 

         Sunday     Oct. 27    Classes 

The Planning: 
 

 DoubleTree by Hilton  

2001 Point West Way 

Sacramento, CA 95815 

916/ 929-8855 

 

Make your hotel reservation by  

October 2, 2013, to request/receive the 

California Rosemaling Association rate 

of  $85 per night.   
 

Best time to call for a reservation is 

during the day (916/929-8855).  

If the line is busy, or after hours, you’ll 

be transferred to the central reservation 

number 800-222-TREE . 
 

The Convention registration form is on 

page 15.  Registration is $225 and  

includes instruction, wood pieces and 

the banquet. If you’re not yet a CRA 

member, send in your membership also 

(page 14). 
 

I look forward to seeing everyone.  

                                                  

                                Karen Nelson, VGM 

 VP, Convention 

Get ready 
 for 

Sacramento 

Flying in? Shuttle service is 

NOT provided by the hotel.   

You may want to make a 

 reservation with SuperShuttle  

(1-800-BLUEVAN)  in advance, 

but there is a  SuperShuttle 

counter at the airport. 
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Supply List 
 

What you need to bring with 

you to the convention: 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Kolrosing  Class (Thursday) - Pre-convention event 

Sandpaper - Wet/Dry Grit 200 & 400 

Pencil 

Tracing paper 

Graphite paper for tracing 

Old Bath Towel to put on your lap (optional) 

Everything else provided 

 

 

Convention classes:  

Paints & Mediums used in classes will be provided 

 

 

Judy Ritger's Class (Acrylics) 

 

Brushes:  Filberts - #4,6, & 8; Script Liner - #1 or 2; Short Liner - #2 or 3 

Note:  These are JoSonja's brushes, but Loew Cornell are good too. 
 

 

Ruth Green's Class (oil) - (Paints will be provide for those painting in 

acrylics as well) 

 

These are brushes Ruth uses:  Winsor & Newton Regency Gold 510 series, 

#2 & 4; Scharff 480 Syn-Sable Scroller - #6/0; Scharff  426 Red Sable 

Spotter, Size S. 

Note:  Students may bring other brushes they are comfortable using.  For 

the style she paints, she uses short, bright flat brushes (chisel blenders), a 

liner, and a short, round brush.  If you are painting in oils, you will also 

need tissues, such as "Puffs" 

 
 

NOTE:  No Linseed medium allowed in class  

Mediums will be provided! 
 

Students should also bring their usual painting supplies - paper towels, 

water basin (acrylic painters), palette paper, tracing paper, graphite trans-

fer paper( Dark & Light), sand paper, pencil, scissors, tape, palette knife, 

and any other brushes you are comfortable painting and base coating with, 

etc. to make this a 'fun' time. 



 

No Trade Floor items 

are to leave the Trade 

Floor until they have 

been paid for 
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with your item’s  name/

number/price  —  you 

need to give that to her 

when you turn in your 

items for the trade floor.  

Make a copy to keep for 

your records. All items 

must be individually tagged  

(and legible) with  your name, 

item number and  item’s price 

before they are turned in for 

the Trade Floor.   Each item 

must have a price sticker/tag with 

the following information :  

       your NAME 

       the PRICE 

       and the NUMBER OF EACH 

ITEM 

(Example: If you have 14 bowls, 

each one must have a number 1 

through 14.)  Please print  

CLEARLY! 
  

The CRA takes 10% of the total 

sales from each vendor for our 

treasury. That helps with the costs 

of putting  on the convention. So 

price your items accordingly. 
 

 

 

One of the benefits of convention is 

the chance to shop and/or sell things 

at the Trade Floor.  A portion of the 

sales  goes to CRA to help with the 

cost of of putting on the convention. 

Items for sale must have something 

to do with Rosemaling or Norway. 
 

 If you’re wanting to sell rosema-

ling, supplies, packets, wood, etc. at 

convention’s trade floor, you need to  

contact Jurene While in plenty of 

time so she knows what type of 

items will be coming in and can plan 

the spaces. Table space is limited. 

Reserve your space with Jurene  by 

October 15th.  
 

Fill in the inventory list (page  7) 

Have things to sell  

at the Trade 

Floor? 

After we tally the sales, CRA will 

pay you within a week to ten days 

hopefully after convention. 
 

The times the Trade Floor is open 

will be printed in your convention 

folder. No sales during class 

times. 

  Every moment is precious with 

our instructors. People coming 

and going during class is very  

disruptive. 
 

We want this Trade Floor to be a 

happy time for the seller and  

purchaser. This is a way to make a 

little money from your efforts. We 

all appreciate each others’ painted 

items and would truly like to  

encourage our deserving  

members. 
 

Thank you all for your past  

participation in the Trade Floor. 

This helps our Treasury, for which 

we are grateful. 

 

Jurene While 

(619) 465-5178 

jandrwhile@cox.net    

 

 Lots going on for Rosemalers! 
 

Just a sampling of events… 
 

    Danish Days      Solvang, CA 
      September 20-22          

    Viking Festival      Vista, CA 
                                                   September 28-29  

    Norsk Hostfest        Minot, ND 
                                                            October 1-5          

    CRA Kolrosing        Sacramento, CA 
                                          October 24           

   CRA Convention      Sacramento, CA 
                                               October 24-27     

Rosemaling 

news 
Not just courtesy - a rule: 



October  24th (set up), 25th, 26th & 27th 

Contact: Jurene While (619) 465-5178  jandrwhile@cox.net                                           Trade Floor reservation deadline October 15th, 2013     

  Inventory List is  required to submit Trade Floor items  •  Each item must be individually tagged with number /price/your name       

California Rosemaling Association Convention 2013 
Sacramento, California 

 

(cell phone)…………………………………………. 



              

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Around & About  

with CRA 
 

Some pictures & news  

 on what some 

of our members are up to…. 

 

Inspired...and Inspiring 
The Daughters of Norway “Rockin’ Rosemalers”, San Francisco group had 

a great time August 24th with Marley Wright Smith’s fjord/Dala horse 

class. We were inspired last convention by the beautiful center pieces, and 

we all wanted to try painting one. 
 

With Marley’s expert guidance, we were all successful and had the most 

delightful day. Borghild Neset hosted our day at her home, and we all 

brought a dish for our smørgasbord, including rommegrøt bars and  

cheesecake for dessert. 
 

The “Rockin’ Rosemalers started meeting once a month, to continue to learn 

and preserve the heritage of rosemaling. 

Jill Beatty 

415/350-6492 

Vaermor@comcast.net 

A Classic at JoSonja’s 
 

And, more happy CRA painters with JoSonja 

in August for a chance to paint “Gary’s 

Chair.” The Rogaland style chair, below and 

inset, was painted by the late Gary Albrecht. 

It turns into a coffee table when turned down. 

Jo Sonja had a weeklong class for the  

intricate and involved project. 

Photos courtesy and © Karen Gibson 

Photos courtesy and © Linda Grondahl 
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A  project I was  

commissioned to do 

via a contact from CRA’s website 

and member Astrid Fisher. It’s a 

cabinet built by Dr. Robert 

Hubert’s father in 1968 based on 

a cabinet seen in the Bergen area 

of Norway. Dr. Hubert wanted a 

theme based on the “Flying 

Dutchman” and that is where the 

process began. He wanted me to 

keep the background as “was” and 

so I painted the scenes and scrolls 

over existing painting. It was a 

challenge, as I had to paint it 

where it stood as well as tell the 

story of the sailor being lured by 

the Mermaid. Dr. Hubert enjoyed 

giving input and wanted a Sea 

Horse with “wings.”  So there you 

go!                        

Onya Tolmasoff 
 

Photos courtesy and  

© Onya Tolmasoff 

A commission following a tradition... 

I purchased this beautiful cupboard, perfect 

by our door to hold keys. 

Painted in the OS style by Beth Twogood.                                               

 

Now, do you think I can try to paint the 

mirror and cupboard below to match? 

 

We had a lot of fun at Norway Day. 

Jill Beatty  

Norway Day Rosemaling 

Karen Nelson, VGM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Bringing you all our 

good thoughts and prayers. 
 

 
 

 

Hugs from your CRA Friends    

Os cupboard painted by Beth 

Twogood. Photos courtesy and 

© Jill Beatty 



In keeping a heritage… 

a trek of adventure and rosemaling 

Norwegian explorer 

Roald Amundsen, 1872-1928. 

Amundsen was the first to reach 

the South Pole in Antarctica. 

Bobbi Amundsen’s later day explorations of Antarctica via cruise ship in honor 

and memory of Roald Amundsen. Photos courtesy and © Bobbi Amundsen. 
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A 
s I grew up, my father mentioned casually 

that we were related to Roald Amundsen. 

Uninterested, as children usually are, and as 

are my children and grandchildren, I did not 

hear stories. My mother divorced my father when I was 

nine years of age so I did not have a lot of time with him 

when I could comprehend those stories.  He, indeed, 

may not have heard many stories as his father died at an 

early adult age from an automobile accident in the 

1930’s.  What I do know from family lore is that the 

family immigrated from the Oslo area of Norway 

(formerly known as Christiania). They boarded a ship 

(not anything luxurious like the Titanic) but probably a 

freighter. They were responsible for providing all their 

own provisions including food. Upon arrival in the  

Harbor of New York City they saw “Liberty,” as she is 

known in New York, (much more personal, don’t you 

think?).  There everyone, except my family, threw their 

stale food and belongings overboard. My family, how-

ever, kept their wooden container and guess what? A 

storm stirred up and blew the ship back out to sea and 

my family were the only ones left with their “stale” food 

which they were more than happy to have at that point.  

These journeys took months in those days. (Note: Bobbi 

says that the  wooden receptacle  is on display in the home of a 

family member. It wasn’t possible to get a photo for this issue, but  

she may be able to send one in for a future issue.) 

 

As I developed as an individual, and due to the early 

natural deaths of my father’s brother and sister due to 

heart disease, I at 12 years old became a health food and 

exercise nut. Hard work became second nature to me. 

My father survived the 40’s but succumbed at the age of 

73. He had a very close cousin with whom I also was 

very close. She informed me more about the  

Amundsen connection and that at Ellis Island, the  

spelling had been changed from Amundsen to Amund-

son, which is usually the case when you go through Ellis 

Island. I started becoming VERY interested in Roald 

Amundsen’s life and family connections. In reading of 

him, it seems he also was an avid student of diet and 

was extremely interested in physical fitness. I decided 

that I must go to Antarctica in his memory and keep his 

memory alive, especially in mind that no one seems to 

11 

After the June newsletter came out, CRA founder and historian, Jurene While, VGM, 

mentioned she’d just finished a commission for the niece of Roald Amundsen…  It 

seemed like the perfect blending of history, culture and what rosemaling’s all about…  

Jurene got back in touch with her — here’s “Bobbi’s tale” from Bobbi Amundsen.  
 

                                                                                                                 Karen Willman 

Commissioned rosemaling trunks (above) and crosses 

(page 11) painted by Jurene While, VGM.  

Details on page 13. 
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know of his demise. He is not remembered for his 

loss of life. 
 

Amundsen was planning on going to the Arctic but 

Admiral Perry had reached the North Pole a few 

months before. There is a very small window of  

opportunity to reach the poles. After 15 years of 

preparation for the Arctic, Amundsen had no choice 

but to turn south at the last minute in an attempt to 

reach the yet unconquered Antarctica. Robert Scott 

of the British Royal Navy had just left for his second 

attempt to reach the South Pole. As a courtesy, 

Amundsen wired Scott to inform him that he had 

competition. When Scott reached the South Pole, 

Amundsen had already been there days ahead of him 

and there flew the Norwegian flag. Scott and his 

party were nearly dead by then.  They all perished 

on their way back to their ship. 
 

In 1928, after Amundsen had retired, there was an 

Italian explorer, Captain Nobile, who went to the 

Arctic in a blimp. He was the first to attempt this 

feat and the airship crashed. The crew’s condition 

and whereabouts were unknown. This was while 

Amundsen was in the U.S.A. To make a long story 

short, Roald was asked to go search for them. He 

declined as it was unsafe and sure death due to the 

time of year and snow melting. He had though  

become a small plane pilot and decided to attempt 

their location and rescue by air. (Note: It is believed 

Amundsen’s plane crashed into the sea. He was 55.)  

He was never found.  
 

I experienced another link to my ancestry on my trip 

to Antarctica. Many people that travel there leave 

from the tip of South America from a town called 

Ushuia. You embark on your sea voyage first 

through the Drake Passage. Are you in for a surprise 

right there. The Drake Passage is one of the more 

unruly passages on the planet earth and it is a “test” 

of your DNA. In Antarctica, there is a 47-nation 

Treaty limiting the size of groups. You are limited to 

no more than 100 people at one time in any single 

place. That tells you the size of the ship I was on. 

104 people all total including staff. Well, there were 

about 4 of us on our feet through this Drake Passage 

adventure and the crew said it wasn’t even at its 

worst. I knew right then that my Norwegian DNA 

was from the Amundsen clan of ship builders. I 

never had an inkling of seasickness and was able to 

tend to many of those who did. It was a most re-

markable trip for me and the crew was even  excited 

to have an Amundsen on their passenger list. 
 

The small trunk that my family brought over from 

Norway was the reason I have chosen to leave a 

“trunk” for each of my girls and 3 grandchildren. 

That is the link and I wanted them decorated with 

Norwegian art, therefore rosemaling. It took 11 

years to find Jurene and finally get them painted. 

I’m so appreciative of her work. I knew this lady 

who attended church with Jan Shipstead (a former 

student of Jurene’s). And Jan gave me Jurene’s 

phone number. I had the number for 2 years before I 

was able to retrieve the trunks from Murrieta and 

then get in touch with Jurene. The crosses were an 

afterthought. After I saw Jurene’s work I wanted 

more and more. We are a Christian family so I came 

up with the idea of crosses as an insert for each 

trunk. 
 

Thanks sincerely for letting me tell you about my 

family. 

Bobbi Amundsen 
 

 

(Note: Bobbi says “The Last Place on Earth,”  by Roland Huntsford 
is a good read for more information on Amundsens’s explorations.) 

Details on 

Jurene’s rosemaling 

are 

continued on  

page 13. 



 

 

CRA Newsletter 
 

The $15 annual membership dues include a 

subscription to the California Rosemaler, published 

quarterly, March, June, September and December.  

We welcome articles,  designs, photos 

and suggestions for future issues.  

 

The CRA newsletter is the sole possession of the 

California Rosemaling Association. All rights reserved.  

Reproduction by mechanical or other means is permitted 

only with  written permission from the editor. 

Patterns may be traced for personal use, not for resale 

 If you have something to include, please send it in 

by  December 1, 2013  for the next issue.  

 

Comments and suggestions are always welcome.    

Send to Karen Willman, newvikings@sbcglobal.net. 

 

 

CRA Membership form is on page 14 

 

 

 

 

 

The purpose of the 

California Rosemaling Association 

is to promote the traditional art 

of Norwegian rosemaling. 

Our members are committed to 

preserving rosemaling as a unique art form.  
 

CRA has approximately 140 members. 

Some are expert rosemalers, 

others are beginning painters,  

all with a love to study the art form. 
 

Membership in CRA allows you to attend the 

annual convention featuring 

renowned rosemalers from around the world. 

Members also receive 

an annual membership directory and 

a subscription to the quarterly  newsletter. 
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Bobbi Amundsen sought out 

rosemaling for her family gifts 

that link the blending of culture and 

heritage…  She commissioned CRA’s 

Jurene While, VGM, to paint four trunks and 

16 crosses. Jurene painted each with a  

different design… 
 

 
 

The crosses, to the left,  

top to bottom 

are painted in the Telemark,  

Romsdal and  

Valdres  styles. 

Designs on the trunks,  

clockwise from top,  

Valdres, Telemark, 

 Hallingdal and  

Rogaland styles. 

 
 

Photos courtesy and 

© Jurene While 
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CRA : Not just California members 

  

   CRA Members USA & Norway 

CALIFORNIA  ROSEMALING  ASSOCIATION 

   Membership Application:       2013__________      2014______________  
 

Name ______________________________________________ New___________ Renewal______________ 

 

Mailing Address: __________________________________________________________________________ 

 

  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Phone: 

 _____________________________________Cell:________________________________________   

 

Email:  _____________________________________________________________________________ 

May we print the above information in our membership directory?   Yes ____________  No ______________ 

 

Do you teach rosemaling?  ______________If so, where? __________________________________________ 

Thank you to all who have rejoined CRA  in  2013 & to the new members we welcome you.. 

2013 dues are required for convention.   

If you haven’t yet joined us, send your check for $15 made out to CRA to: 

Joyce Field 

19703 Tomlee Avenue 

Torrance, CA 90503 

CRA 

Membership 



26th California Rosemaling Association 
 Convention 2013 - Registration  

 

 Thursday October 24th registration / prep;  Classes October 25,26,27  

 
    DoubleTree by Hilton  
    2001 Point West Way 
    Sacramento, CA 95815 
    Reservations need to be made by October 2, 2013 
    Room Rate is $85 per night plus taxes 
               Parking for Hotel or Day Guests  /   $2 per day  

 
Be sure to request the room rate for California Rosemaling Association 

   
Best Time to Call for a Reservation is During the Day 

Local Reservation Phone Number 916-929-8855 if this line is busy or after hours you will be transferred to the 
central reservation number of 800-222-TREE 

 

Shuttle service to and from the airport is not provided by the Hotel 
You may want to consider using SuperShuttle (1-800-BLUE VAN) 

If traveling with others the subsequent fairs are reduced.  
  

Convention Registration is $225 
Registration includes Instruction, Wood Pieces and the Banquet  

Note: Banquet selections will be featured later. Guest for Banquet is $55 
 

You may send the entire registration fee 
 Or 

Send a deposit of $50 to reserve your space by August 15, 2013. 
Balance of $175 is due by September 16, 2013. 

If it is necessary to cancel your registration you must contact Karen Nelson by mail, phone, or email.   
The deposit is not refundable after August 15, 2013. 

The $175 portion of the registration fee is not refundable after September 16, 2013. 
 

Make Check out to CRA 
Mail to  

Karen Nelson 
2441 Avalon Dr. 

Sacramento, CA 95864 
Phone 916-488-3924    or email :   tolekaren@yahoo.com  

 

Please provide the following information , mail along with your check 
 

Name  _________________________________________________ 
 
Email Address____________________________________________ 
 
Address_________________________________________________ 
 
City ________________________State _______ Zip Code_________ 
 
Phone #__________________________________________________ 
 
Are you painting in Oil ____ or Acrylic ___ for Ruth Green’s class?  
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Amount  Enclosed: 
 

Full Registration    $225  ______    

Deposit                     $50 ______   

Balance                  $175  ______   

Guest Banquet         $55  ______   

                             

                               Total 

Banquet Selections (Details TBA) 

Beef_____Chicken_______Pasta_____



California Rosemaler Newsletter 

Karen Willman, editor 

 

September 2013  No.117 

The CRA Newsletter is available in color in PDF format for email and is on our website www.califrosemaler.org 

 

Convention’s almost here… 
      Great teachers 
              Great Projects 
                      Great Friends 
                                    Great Fun 
                                            Hope to See You! 

Get your brushes ready! 


